
How could Final random inspection 

and factory evaluation in 

China effective? 
 

 

Quality control can seem like a daunting task when importing consumer goods 
from China. If your supplier is located far from the ocean, how can you ensure 
that the goods you receive are of the quality you expect? 

If there is a problem with your order and it is shipped by container ship, by the 
time you receive the goods and inspect the goods, it is unrealistic to simply 
return the shipment or think that the factory will redo the entire order. If such 
a situation occurs in the case of a large international company or consignment, 
how can you prevent it? Fortunately, there are some basic steps to be followed 
in a quality control process for your products. 



 

This is where final random inspection (FRI) comes into play. FRI is one of the 
most common third-party services performed by importers working with 
manufacturers in low-cost countries.  Final Random Inspection (FRI) or Pre-
shipment Inspection (PSI) includes on-site product inspections to ensure 
products meet customer specifications and comply with all countries, 
industries and other specified requirements. This includes ensuring that the 
product is free of major or minor defects. 

Final Random Inspection in China 

China Inspection Service Co., Ltd. (CIS) is one of the most trusted Final 
Random Inspection in China services. It is been in the service for many 
years. It guarantees reliable FRI service at the best price. As for the FRI 
process, it applies to a wide range of consumer goods purchased in Asia. It is 
also done in the factory and executed before the goods leave the factory. FRI’s 
reports help customers and importers become familiar with different aspects 
of product quality and item criteria in a clear manner. 

FRI is otherwise called a pre-shipment inspection or finished product 
inspection or PSI inspection, etc. It can help troubleshoot the following issues 
you could encounter during the shipment- 

 Wrong Item Quantity Received 
 Item Delivered to Wrong Location 
 Delivering poor quality products to customers 

China Factory Evaluation Service 

https://www.china-inspection-services.com/final-random-inspection-in-china.html
https://www.china-inspection-services.com/final-random-inspection-in-china.html


In today’s highly competitive market, building a supplier base of partners that 
can meet all aspects of your manufacturing needs that start from design and 
quality to product delivery requirements. Comprehensive evaluation through 
factory and supplier audits is an important part of the China Factory 
Evaluation Service. China Inspection Service Co., Ltd. (CIS) provides high-
quality Factory Evaluation Services that include – 

 Supplier reliability audit 
 Factory evaluation 
 Supplier evaluation etc. 

Our China Factory Audit Service helps you make important decisions about 
whether to trust a potential China factory to move forward 
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